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Senate Bill 228 was an education bill
designed to regulate professional agents
who want to engage high school and
college athletes. Now, someone has
attached part of a gambling bill (that had
already died) to Senate Bill 228 and significantly changed its purpose.
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And worse . . . it’s the worst part of the gambling bill that was
attached – it simply legalizes the gambling! There was NO regulation added to SB 228. NO accountability. NO oversight. NO revenue. NO transparency. Just the raw legalization of this form of
gambling.
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Right now, legislators are under a great deal of pressure with the
final days of the Session. These circumstances could easily bring
confusion – resulting on this bill passing with the gambling in it. We
must keep cool heads and give encouraging words to legislators so
they remove the gambling and let SB 228 pass by itself.
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Fifty-eight days of the 2018 Session have passed. Two days are
scheduled for Friday and Saturday (April 13-14) in order for legislators to consider overriding any bills that Gov. Bevin has vetoed.
SB 228 could be passed on either of those two days so we need to
act NOW to ask legislators to remove the gambling language.
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Note: This is a SENATE bill that is now in the HOUSE, so your
calls must be directed to members of the HOUSE.
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Call the Legislative Message Line (800) 372-7181 and leave
the message below with the receptionist for your Representative.
Then ask that your message be “copied to House Leadership.”
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The Message Line is open 7AM to 9 PM EST Mon-Thurs; 6 PM Fri.
To subscribe to our free newsletter, email: kent@kentuckyfamily.org
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